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Abstract– As patent protection is in principle attributed on a national level, it is susceptible to create a fragmented EU market and barriers to the free movement of goods. A purely national patent law and policy do therefore not mirror the objective of an EU Internal Market. In December 2012, the EU legislator adopted Regulation No 1257/2012 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the creation of unitary patent protection. Rather than drawing up a Regulation covering comprehensively the substantive law of the unitary patent, the Regulation arranges for a multi-layer patent protection consisting of public international law, especially the European Patent Convention, diverse national laws of the Member States and the Regulation itself. This leads to legal uncertainty and confusion. The Regulation brings about some advancement for the free movement of goods by eliminating national markets where products can be marketed without EU-wide exhaustion and by aligning acquisition, limitation, revocation and lapse throughout the participating Member States. Regrettably, the concept is not carried through in the area of licensing, which remains one of the neuralgic points of the area of tension between patent rights and the free movement of goods.

A. INTRODUCTION

Intellectual property rights represent a key factor in competitive economies. According to the Commission of the European Union, between 44% and 75% of the European businesses’ resources are connected to intellectual property, thus rendering it as significant for industry as raw materials or the industrial base.1 Even though the European Union’s fundamental aim continues to be the establishment of an internal market without barriers to trade, the current patent protection in Europe is primarily provided for on a national law and international public law basis.

1. A First Inventory of Patent Protection in Europe

EU action in the area of patent protection lags far behind other fields of intellectual property protection and has consistently proven controversial.2
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The European Patent Organisation’s international patent system on the other hand was established in 1973 and has been operative ever since 1978. It allows patent applicants to obtain a bundle of patent rights for the designated Contracting States following one common application procedure. Although granted centrally according to conditions laid down in the European Patent Convention (EPC), the patents remain legally independent national patents governed by the divergent national laws. Every Contracting State, even within the EU, remains free to demand a translation of the patent specification.

With the Lisbon Treaty, Art. 118 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereafter TFEU) was introduced. This provision specifically acknowledges the EU’s competence to set up intellectual property rights to provide uniform protection and lays down a special legislative procedure regarding the accompanying language regime.

2. Paving the Way for the Unitary Patent

The European Union’s projects have long been gridlocked by controversies regarding the language regime and the structure of the court system. In March 2011, the Council decided to authorise an enhanced cooperation procedure to allow the majority of Member States to move forward. With a view to the language regime providing for English, French and German as the sole official languages of the European Patent with unitary effect (hereafter Unitary Patent), Spain and Italy refrained from participating so far. Certainly, they remain free to join the procedure at any time under Art. 328(1) TFEU. Given that the basis of the enhanced cooperation is not the lack of capacity to integrate, but a disagreement as to the terms of patentability of computer-implemented inventions, COM (2002) 92 final, 20.02.2002, rejected by the European Parliament at the second reading; C-350/92, Spain v Council [1995] ECR I-1985.

Art. 1, 3, 52ff EPC.


Art. 2(2) EPC.

Art. 65 EPC; for its application within the EU, cf. Case C-44/98, BASF v President of German Patent Office [1999] ECR I-06269.

integration, this does not seem likely in the near future. Spain is still fighting the legal framework approved by Commission, Council and Parliament.

The Proposal for a Regulation implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of unitary patent protection was put forward by the Commission in April 2011. Negotiations between representatives of the Commission, the European Parliament and the Polish Presidency of the Council lead to a political agreement on an EU patent package consisting of the Unitary Patent Regulation, an accompanying language regime and an agreement on a unified patent court. This political deal was subsequently approved by the Parliament in the first reading on 11 December, 2012. However, the final vote was first delayed by the debate about the Unified Patent Court’s seat and then due to the Council’s wishes for amendments.

Finally, the Regulation No 1257/2012 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of the creation of unitary patent protection was adopted in December 2012. Council Regulation No 1260/2012 implements the enhanced cooperation with regard to the applicable translation arrangements. According to Art. 18 of Reg No 1257/2012 and Art. 17 of Reg No 1260/2012, they shall apply as of 1 January 2014 or the date of entry into force of the Agreement on a Unified Patent Court (UPCA), whichever is the later. According to Art. 89(1) of this Agreement, it does not enter into force before the ratification by thirteen Member States including the three Member States with the most European
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The European Patent with Unitary Effect

3. The Importance of an EU Patent Protection

The creation of uniform law within the EU is not a goal in itself, but must be justified with view to the European Union’s objectives. The starting point and at the same time the essential regulating principle of intellectual property is the principle of territoriality, according to which the sovereign’s power to attribute exclusive rights is limited to its respective territory. National, independent patents isolate the national markets and thus lead to obstacles to the free movement of goods.

As the conditions for patentability and the effects of patents are in principle determined on a national level, inventions can only be exploited within the entire territory of the European Union by working with various national laws and accepting different levels of protection. A purely national patent law and policy neither mirror the market reality nor the objective of an EU Internal Market. The competition for innovations does not stop at national borders, but takes place on transnational markets. Since the acquisition of the exclusive right depends on the patentee’s application, he will select the legal orders to the detriment of less populous or
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commercially relevant EU countries and thus to the detriment of a unitary market. The same remains true for the bundle of national patents granted centrally by the European Patent Office (EPO) and acquired for the desired Contracting States only. The classic EPO system thus also allows for a fragmentation of the Internal Market along the lines of the applicant’s economic interest. In this framework, the European Union’s interests are not effectively pursued.

A unitary EU patent regime could advance the establishment and the functioning of the Internal Market. It would eliminate or at least reduce impediments to the free movement of goods and provide for equivalent protection throughout the European Union. The need for a supranational unitary patent protection is illustrated by the fact that the protection of intellectual property is a competence assigned to the federal level in federal systems. With the inventions’ efficient exploitation in the EU market, not only the economic value of the patent right, but also legal certainty, cross-border trade and technological progress would grow. Hence, the European Union’s objectives call for such a unitary protection for a unitary market.

The Unitary Patent’s benefits for the EU market will be evaluated against that background. Following an overview of the Regulation’s Guiding Principles (B), this assessment will be twofold. First, the Unitary Patent’s unitary character will be questioned with regard to the composition of substantive law governing a Unitary Patent (C). Then, the unitary effect of exhaustion, transfer, revocation, lapse and licensing will be analysed with regard to the free movement of goods (D). Finally, conclusions and perspectives will be presented (E).

B. THE REGULATION’S GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The Regulation’s central aspects will be briefly described. The Regulation No 1257/2012 is based on Art. 118(1) TFEU, which allows for the creation
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28 Thomas Jaeger and others (n 20) 820; Jaeger (n 23) 70; Commission, Green Paper on the Community Patent and the patent system in Europe (COM 314 final, 1997) para. 7f.
of uniform intellectual property rights. The Regulation is not comprehensive and to matters not covered, the EPC and national laws, including rules of private international law, apply.  

Rather than replacing the European Patent Organisation’s system, the Regulation uses its existing structures (see Art. 9(1)). The Unitary Patent is supposed to coexist alongside national and European Patent Organisation’s patents. The Regulation shall represent a special agreement according to Art. 142 EPC (see Recital 6, Art. 1(2)). Art. 142 EPC allows any group of Contracting States to the EPC to lay down that an EPO patent may only be granted jointly in respect of all those States. Proprietors of EPO patents can request the registration of the unitary effect if the patent is granted with the same set of claims in respect of all participating Member States (see Art. 3(1)). The Unitary Patent excludes an additional protection by a classic EPO-Patent, as is shown by Recital 8 and Art. 4(2). Double national protection on the other hand may be available according to the national legal orders.

The unitary character of the new EU patent protection is its key feature. Art. 3(2) stipulates that the Unitary Patent shall have unitary character and shall provide uniform protection and have equal effect throughout the participating Member States. As the EU’s action regarding the Unitary Patent is justified with regard to the establishment of an EU internal market, its unitary character has to be analysed in this context.

The Unitary Patent protection provides for a single application and centralised fees for the entire Union. But from the outset, it can be said that it relies so strongly on the EPC and the national law, that it cannot be described as a self-contained, autonomous system. Rather than drawing up a Regulation covering comprehensively the substantive law of the Unitary Patent, the EU legislator opted for a multi-layer patent protection consisting of provisions from the Regulation, national patent law and private international law and the EPC.
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C. UNITARY PATENT PROTECTION THROUGH UNIFORM SUBSTANTIVE LAW?

In order for the Unitary Patent to actually be acquired, assigned, limited and revoked with effect for all participating Member States, a homogeneous application of substantive patent law throughout these Member States would have to be achieved.

While licensing is available not only in respect of the whole, but also in respect of part of the participating Member States’ territories, limitation, transfer, revocation and lapse of the Unitary Patent shall have unitary effect according to Art. 3(2). Yet, their conditions are not dealt with in the Regulation. The EPC naturally governs the conditions of the grant (Arts. 52-57 EPC). In addition, its influence extends to the post-grant phase as far as invalidation (Art. 138 EPC) and the fundamental aspects of protection such as the period of protection (Art. 63 EPC) and the scope of protection ratione materiae (Arts. 64(2), 69 EPC) are concerned. Problems not covered by the Regulation nor by the EPC are left to the national legal orders. In principle, every legal order of the participating Member States offers an answer to every legal question. Most notably, the Unitary Patent as an object of property is governed by national law (Art. 7) and the acts against which the patent provides protection are defined on a national level as well (see Art. 5(3) referring to Art. 7).

1. The law applicable to the Unitary Patent as an object of property

According to Art. 7 and Recital 14, the Unitary Patent as an object of property shall be treated as a national patent of one participating Member State throughout the territory of the participating Member States. The wording of Art. 7 evokes the formulation of Part II, Chapter IV EPC. Art. 74 EPC designates the national law applicable to the European Patent Application as an object of property.

The Unitary Patent is subject to the national law of the Member State where the applicant has his residence or principal place of business (Art. 7(1)(a)) or subsidiarily a place of business (Art. 7(1)(b)) on the date of filing of the application. Where the applicant does not have a residence or place of business in one of the participating Member States, the law of the Member State where the European Patent Organisation has its headquarters according to Art. 6(1) EPC, thus German law, is applicable.
As the preeminent connecting factor for the national law applicable to the Unitary Patent is the residence or principal place of business on the date of filing of the patent application, the composition of the rules governing a Unitary Patent is not obvious. The applicant’s principal place of business might not be known to interested persons. The probability of changes regarding this connecting factor over the term of 20 years renders a look into the register indispensable. The key role of the register is also underlined by Art. 7 itself, which deems the residence or place of business as registered rather than the location of effective management decisive. The register thus ensures legal certainty as to the national law applicable to the Unitary Patent “as an object of property”.

The applicability of German law in the case of applicants established outside the participating Member States appears to be fairly well accepted. As a consequence of this dynamic referral to the EPC, Art. 7 assures that only one law is applicable, while leaving it up to the Contracting States of the EPC and not EU institutions to control the law applicable to a third country applicant’s Unitary Patent via the determination of the headquarters.

2. The Integration into the Framework of Private International Law

As the referral in Art. 7 is limited to the law applicable to the Unitary Patent as an object of property and Art. 5 in conjunction with Art. 7 only determines the decisive criterion for the law applicable limited to the cease and desist claim, the EU and national private international law plays and designates the law applicable to other questions regarding the Unitary Patent. In particular, the Regulations Rome I and Rome II contain pertinent provisions.

Regarding Rome I, the relevant fields of application in patent law are the contractual transfer of intellectual property rights and licence agreements. As the project of inserting a special provision for the law

applicable to a contract relating to intellectual property rights has been abandoned, the general rule in Art. 4(2) Rome I applies. According to this provision, the law of the country where the party required to effect the characteristic performance of the contract has his habitual residence is applicable. Licence contracts will therefore typically be governed by the law of the country where the licensor is established. This is however not necessarily the case, since the rights assigned or licenced can be exploited in the State of the licensee’s or assignee’s habitual residence or principal place of business and the contract may also include a corresponding duty of exploitation. The characteristic obligation has to be identified in the light of the specific circumstances of the case and the applicable law varies therefore from case to case.

According to Art. 8(2) Rome II, non-contractual obligations arising from an infringement of a “unitary Community intellectual property right” are governed by the lex loci delicti. Art. 13 Rome II states that for the purposes of chapter II, including unjust enrichment and culpa in contrahendo, the rule set out in Art. 8 is also applicable. Insofar, uniform conflict of laws rules have already been created.

The addition of a clarification that the application of Art. 7 of the Regulation No 1257/2012 shall not prejudice the application of the Regulations Rome I and Rome II was proposed by MEP Wallis and Wikström, but rejected in the JURI Committee. Nevertheless, it seems to be common ground that the Regulation is not supposed to affect the national or the EU private international law. Hence, in addition to the substantive law contained in the Regulation, the EPC and the law
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applicable to the Unitary Patent as object of property, the EU and national rules on the conflict of laws play.

3. The State of Harmonisation of Substantive Patent Law in the EU

The national laws designated by Art. 7 or private international law provisions govern the Unitary Patent to a large extent. The homogeneity of the new patent protection thus hinges on the comparability of national patent laws. A significant harmonisation has been reached as a result of the Strasbourg Convention on the Unification of Certain Points of Substantive Law on Patents for Inventions 1963 and the EPC, which took the Strasbourg Principles on board. Regarding the post-grant phase, the EPC and the Community Patent Convention stimulated a certain approximation of national laws. The provisions governing the infringement of a patent right and its consequences are mainly standardised only by virtue of the nature of things. Requirements for licences, which are wholly governed by national laws, also still vary significantly. Whereas e.g. German, Danish and British law do not impose any formal requirements to patent licence agreements, the written form of the contract is prescribed under French and Greek law. Under German law,
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an exclusive licensee has a right in rem and the licensor only retains a formal patent right.\textsuperscript{49}

According to French law, on the other hand, the licence contract is merely a transaction, giving rise to obligations, while the licensor preserves the right to exploit the patent.\textsuperscript{50} Another legal problem that is solved differently is the classification of products that have been manufactured during the term of the licence agreement, but are sold after its expiration while the patent protection is still valid. According to German Law, the licensee has a right to market the products produced during the time of the duration of the contract also after the expiration.\textsuperscript{51} The French Law on the other hand prohibits the sale of rightfully produced goods once the licence agreement has been terminated.\textsuperscript{52} As these few examples show, it does very much matter, which national law is applicable to questions regarding the Unitary Patent. Moreover, it results that even comparable national stipulations are applied differently by national courts in the light of linguistic differences and legal traditions.\textsuperscript{53}

4. The Inclusion of Substantive Patent Law in the Regulation - the Council’s Change of Heart

In the political agreement resulting from the trilogue of November 2011, the institutions agreed on the inclusion of rudimentary substantive law provisions. Arts. 6-8 of the Proposal defined the right to prevent direct and indirect use and the limitations of the effects of the Unitary Patent, regarding notably acts for non-commercial and experimental purposes. The request to delete these articles had been uttered by interest groups and legal professionals and had also been picked up during the debate in the JURI Committee.\textsuperscript{54} While the amendments proposed to that end had been

\textsuperscript{49} Ullman (n 47) paras. 92 and 95; Mellulis (n 46) para. 23a.
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\textsuperscript{52} See Art. L613-6 Code de la propriété intellectuelle; JurisClasseur Commercial (2012) (n 48), para. 94.


rejected in Committee, the Council unexpectedly called these articles into question in June 2012. With the Council favouring a deletion of these articles and the European Parliament defending these “key articles”, a political agreement could not be reached before December 2012. Their compromise can now be found in Art. 5. According to Art. 5(1), the Unitary Patent shall confer on its proprietor the right to prevent any third party from committing acts against which that patent provides protection throughout the territories of the participating Member States. In Art. 5(2), it is stressed that the scope of that right and its limitations shall be uniform. Art. 5(1) speaks of the conferral of a patentee’s right, but its content is not further defined except for its unitary character (Art. 5(2)). While the general idea of equal protection throughout the EU is reiterated in Art. 5(1) and (2), Art. 5(3) in fact refers to the national law that is applicable to the Unitary Patent as an object of property in order to fill this EU remedy with life.

The deletion of the substantive law provisions initially agreed upon represents above all the attempt to escape the CJEU’s jurisdiction. Just as national stipulations, these articles to be included in the Regulation might have needed judicial clarification. The CJEU is seen as an unsuitable forum for patent law.
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the CJEU.\textsuperscript{62} Regarding other areas of intellectual property law however, the CJEU has dealt with questions of trademark and design protection.\textsuperscript{63} Both the Trademark and the Design Regulation contain a cease and desist claim in the case of infringement.\textsuperscript{64} Most importantly, patent law in the EU is closely linked to EU law.\textsuperscript{65} The EU patent protection is a mechanism to realize EU commercial policy. As such, the CJEU is the most experienced court to deal with the integration of intellectual property rights into the EU legal environment. The area of tension between the free movement of goods and the patent right has already been tackled by CJEU jurisprudence, which has been affirmed by the Regulation. The CJEU’s involvement ensures the coherence with its jurisprudence concerning other areas of law, including other intellectual property law and competition law. The Court’s suitability to decide patent cases does not exist in spite of, but precisely because of its function as “constitutional court”\textsuperscript{66} of the EU.

It remains to be seen whether the CJEU will allow its exclusion from its original mission to interpret EU law.\textsuperscript{67} As the Unitary Patent’s unitary effect cannot be reached without unitary rules on infringement, the CJEU may derive its competence to review from the unitary character itself.\textsuperscript{68} In addition, Arts. 25 – 27 and Art. 28 UPCA deal with aspects of substantive patent law. It is questionable whether a transfer of provisions relevant to the Unitary Patent to a separate international treaty can affect their character as EU law. It has been put forward that the referral in Art. 5(3) of the Regulation concerning the injunction claim has to be understood as an incorporation of the UPCA provisions mirroring the deleted Arts. 6-8, thus demonstrating the Union law character.\textsuperscript{69} In any case, the Regulation explicitly refers to the participating Member States’ national laws, which
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will incorporate the UPCA according to the Member States’ constitutional provisions.\textsuperscript{70}

Substantive law flowing from the EU Regulation is also significant with view to Art. 118(1) TFEU, which serves as legal basis for the Regulation.\textsuperscript{71} According to Art. 118(1), the EU “shall establish measures for the creation of European intellectual property rights to provide uniform protection of intellectual property rights throughout the Union”. This wording suggests that the measure creating the EU intellectual property right itself, in this case the Regulation, must provide for rules of uniform protection.\textsuperscript{72} In addition, Art. 118 TFEU was based on the model of prior EU intellectual property regulations like the Trademark and Design Regulation, which included a cease and desist order.\textsuperscript{73} The reliance on national law only is susceptible to calling the Unitary Patent’s character as an EU right into question.\textsuperscript{74}

Hence, the Regulation went out of the CJEU’s frying pan into the fire. Its livelihood now depends on how far the CJEU is willing to go. Either the CJEU construes the Regulation as incorporating the UPCA provisions or as authorizing the jurisprudence to determine the Unitary Patent’s contours and hereby developing homogeneity of protection. Or the CJEU accepts the removal of substantive patent law from the Regulation as intended by the Council – and consequently declares that the conditions laid down in Art. 118(1) TFEU are not fulfilled. Of all possibilities, the confirmation of Art. 118(1) TFEU as legal basis while negating its jurisdiction appears to be the least probable jurisprudential assessment. Ironically, in trying to minimise the CJEU’s role, the legislator has put the Unitary Patent’s fate in the hands of this court.

5. Concluding Remarks

One could see a certain improvement brought about by the Regulation by stipulating which law is applicable to the Unitary Patent as an object of property (Art. 7) and to a cease and desist claim (Art. 5 in conjunction with Art. 7). Patentees whose state of origin is a Member State benefit from the applicability of their national laws to their Unitary Patents as object of property as their costs of accessing and working with these laws are low.
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Other interested parties on the other hand, e.g. prospective licensees or market actors trading patented goods, have to assess numerous diverse national laws governing the Unitary Patents they are dealing with. In addition, proprietors of various Unitary Patents might own Unitary Patents governed by different laws due to acquisition or merger\textsuperscript{75} or change of their principal place of business. Transaction costs are thus shifted, but not reduced.\textsuperscript{76}

This extension of national law, established by the national legislator and interpreted by national courts for the purposes of a national application in the specific legal environment, is suboptimal in relation to EU rules. While it is true that EU sources might also be considered additional sources to consult, the crucial difference is their accessibility and its suitability. EU law is part of every Member State’s legal order. Its sources as well as the methodology are known and not external to the Member States’ legal systems. It is made for application in various Member States and available in all official languages. Its suitability for the legal contexts of all Member States is taken into consideration at the time of drafting, decision-making and interpretation.

By choosing to include only blurry concepts in the Regulation and to largely rely on national laws, including the UPCA once ratified, the EU legislator dismisses the creation of a set of genuine EU rules for the Unitary Patent. He thereby contradicts the unitary character of the new patent protection. The legal patchwork governing each Unitary Patent cannot assure comparable terms of protection throughout the participating Member States. With the applicant’s residence or place of business as relevant criteria for the law applicable to the Unitary Patent as an object of property and the private international law designating the law applicable to other aspects, each Unitary Patent becomes subject to a distinctive multi-layer set of rules. The objective to “avoid the legal confusion created when dealing with differing national patent laws”\textsuperscript{77} by introducing a unitary patent protection has not been achieved.

\textsuperscript{75} Ibid, 27.
D. THE UNITARY PATENT PROTECTION AND THE FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS

As Advocate General Jacobs once put it, Art. 34 TFEU is an expression of the principle that “all undertakings which engage in a legitimate economic activity in a Member State should have unfettered access to the whole of the Community market, unless there is a valid reason for denying them full access to a part of that market”.

As patent protection is in principle attributed on a national level and therefore creates a fragmented EU market, barriers to the free movement of goods arise. According to Art. 36 TFEU, the principle of the free movement of goods does not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports or exports justified on grounds of the protection of industrial and commercial property. The CJEU has developed principles that limit the intellectual property rights’ use hindering the free movement of goods. By eliminating barriers to the free movement of patented products, the Internal Market becomes the relevant market for the patent’s exploitation.

In the Regulation, Art. 6 provides for the exhaustion of the rights conferred by the Unitary Patent, while establishing the exception of “legitimate grounds for the proprietor to oppose further commercialisation of the product”. On the basis of the CJEU’s jurisprudence, the Unitary Patent’s exhaustion will be analysed. Subsequently, the advancements for the free movement of goods in the Internal Market in the fields of transfer, revocation and lapse and in particular in the field of licensing, the exhaustion doctrine’s main area of application, shall be examined.

1. The Unitary Patent’s Exhaustion
The CJEU has developed rules that govern the national patent’s exhaustion within the EU. The Unitary Patent’s exhaustion will be determined in accordance with this body of case law (see Recital 12).

(a) The CJEU’s Jurisprudence on Exhaustion of National Patents
The CJEU restricts the use of national intellectual property rights insofar as it hinders the import of products voluntary placed on the Internal Market. Since the national legislator determines the conditions and terms of
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national patent protection, the CJEU accepts its existence, while controlling its exercise in respect of the free movement of goods principles.\footnote{79} Art. 36 TFEU allows for impediments to the free movement of goods, where the protection of industrial and commercial property so requires. The CJEU interprets this “protection of industrial and commercial property” as limited to the specific subject matter of such a right. In \textit{Centrafarm v. Sterling Drug}, the CJEU defined a patent’s specific subject matter as “the guarantee that the patentee, to reward the creative effort of the inventor, has the exclusive right to use an invention with a view to manufacturing industrial products and putting them into circulation for the first time, either directly or by the grant of licenses to third parties, as well as the right to oppose infringements”.\footnote{80} This definition of the subject-matter is decisive for the exhaustion of the right. It does notably not contain any control over the selling-on of the product after the initial sale.\footnote{81} Once the product has been put on the market by the patentee or with his consent in a Member State, the patent holder can no longer rely on his exclusive national right attributed by another Member State to prevent the importation and marketing in that latter Member State. He has exhausted his right to sell and use this product for the entire European Union. By introducing this doctrine, the CJEU intended to prevent the isolation of national markets that would endanger the Treaties’ underlying objective of a Single Market. The key factor for the exhaustive effect is the patentee’s consent.\footnote{82} Thus, in the case of parallel national patents held by economically and legally non-linked proprietors, restrictions to trade within the EU are not prohibited.\footnote{83}

\textbf{(b) The Exhaustion of the Unitary Patent}

The improvement of the functioning of the Internal Market brought about by a unitary patent protection would be compromised if the proprietor of a Unitary Patent still had power over the distribution and use of the products after they were sold with his consent or by himself.\footnote{84} Art. 6 stipulates that the rights flowing from the Unitary Patent do not extend to acts concerning the product covered by that patent, which are carried out within the

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{79} Joined Cases 56/64 and 58/64 \textit{Consten and Grundig v Commission} [1966] ECR 299.\textsuperscript{80} Case 15/74, \textit{Centrafarm v Sterling Drug} [1974] ECR 1147, para 9.\textsuperscript{81} Catherine Seville, \textit{EU Intellectual Property Law and Policy} (Edward Elgar 2010), 323.\textsuperscript{82} Ibid, 327; Benyamini (n 45) 305.\textsuperscript{83} \textit{Centrafarm} (n 80) para 11.}
territories of the participating Member States after that product has been put on the market in the Union by the proprietor of the patent or with his consent.

The CJEU’s jurisprudence already harmonised the exhaustion of national patents within the EU.\textsuperscript{85} In fact, the improvement brought about by Art. 6 lies in the elimination of a national market where marketing does not have the effect of exhaustion in the entire Union. The putting on the market of products protected by a Unitary Patent by the patentee or with his consent anywhere in the EU leads to exhaustion with regard to all of the participating Member States.

Recital 12 affirms the applicability of the CJEU’s jurisprudence on exhaustion also to the Unitary Patent. In fact, this jurisprudence holds great value for the Unitary Patent’s exhaustion. It has been met with great approval and has been included in other legislative acts.\textsuperscript{86} As the Unitary Patent offers only optional union-wide protection and it is a matter of enhanced cooperation only, the coherence of the exhaustion doctrine for Unitary Patents and national patents within the EU also needs to be ensured.

The inclusion of the exception of “legitimate grounds for the proprietor to oppose further commercialisation of the product” was not intended to revolutionize the exhaustion doctrine. Such a clause has to be seen as a common instrument used by the Council to secure Member States’ interests for the future.\textsuperscript{87} The legislator also left scope to the CJEU for future developments. General legal principles common to all Member States like the principle of good faith and the prohibition on the abuse of rights will continue to apply in the framework of EU law.\textsuperscript{88} So far, the CJEU interpreted all exceptions to exhaustion and thus to the free movement of goods principle strictly.\textsuperscript{89} Within the Unitary Patent system, the legitimacy of the proprietor’s grounds to oppose further commercialisation must remain an exception \textit{a fortiori}.
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\textsuperscript{86} Art. 7 Council Directive 89/104/EEC to approximate the laws of the Member States relating to trade marks, OJ L40/1; Community Trade Mark Regulation, Art. 13.
\textsuperscript{87} Rapkay (n 67).
\textsuperscript{88} Benyamini (n 45) 364.
\textsuperscript{89} Ibid, 363.
2. The Unitary Effect of Limitation, Transfer, Revocation and Lapse and the Advancement for the Free Movement of Goods

According to Recital 7 and Art. 3(2), the Unitary Patent should only be limited, transferred, revoked or lapse in respect of all participating Member States. If the patentee chooses the Unitary Patent protection, his patent will have effect throughout the territory of these participating Member States. In that case, different proprietors of parallel patents due to separate national patent granting institutions and procedures are prevented from the offset. The simultaneous lapse of the Unitary Patent in all participating States then naturally results from the synchronized beginning of the patent protection. Uniform revocation and limitation throughout the Participating States ensure the same level of protection and thus prevent barriers to the cross-border movement of goods. Revocation and limitation procedures before the EPO are already in place. In case the products have already been put on the market in the Member State where a national patent is revoked, the revocation’s ex tunc effect renders this situation comparable to the situation where no patent protection was available in the first place. For the latter case, the CJEU has already held that the patentee cannot block the import of his own products from this Member State where he has put it into circulation without protection, since it was his decision to market it under these conditions.

In addition, the patentee also bears the risk of the patent’s invalidity when deciding to exploit an invention with patent protection. In the case of transfer, the Unitary Patent protection facilitates the free movement of goods considerably. Up to now, assignments still permit territorial segregation as long as owners are economically and legally not linked, since the fundamental condition for exhaustion, the patentee’s consent to the putting on the market, is not fulfilled. In that case, each patentee can block the parallel import of goods originating in a Member State where the right was acquired by or assigned to an independent owner. The common
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90 Art. 63(1) EPC.
91 Arts. 105a and 105b EPC and Implementing Regulations to Part V of the Convention, R. 90-96.
92 Art. 68 EPC.
94 Art. 138(1) EPC for the grounds of invalidity.
origin of these rights is irrelevant. With respect to a Unitary Patent on the other hand, there is only one proprietor in all participating Member States.

3. Licensing and the Free Movement of Goods

While the transfer of the Unitary Patent can only be effectuated with regard to the entire territory of all participating Member States, licensing remains possible in respect of the whole or part of their territories (see Art. 3(2) and Recital 7). Due to the particular relevance of the consent for the exhaustive effect of the putting on the market of goods covered by patent protection, licensing is the neuralgic point in the area of tension between intellectual property rights and the free movement of goods. Firstly, voluntary licensing and its consequences for the free movement of goods shall be examined (a) before inspecting the situation regarding compulsory licenses (b).

(a) Voluntary Licensing

The Commission’s original proposal to allow licensing of the Unitary Patent only for the territory of all participating Member States had been amended in the Committee on Legal Affairs as recommended by the rapporteur and agreed upon in the inter-institutional compromise. For the industry, licensing of the Unitary Patent for only part of the territories of the participating Member States can be attractive. Licensees might not want to be active on the entire Internal Market. Patentees might be able to get a greater reward from the entire market by granting several licenses for different territories. These choices are part of the possible strategies of exploiting their exclusive right in order to get a reward for the invention on the EU market. A licence granted for a territory within the EU generally excludes the blocking of parallel imports into the country where the licensor’s national patent was granted, as the licence includes consent to the putting on the market by the licensee. Consequently, voluntary licensing is the exhaustion doctrine’s main area of application.

Yet, contractual restrictions can lead to market fragmentation. They can have an *in rem* effect, rendering a breach of such a contractual
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95 Ullrich, ‘Patentschutz im’ (n 25) 6.
restriction a patent infringement. Products that are marketed in this infringing manner are excluded from exhaustion.\textsuperscript{97} Contrary to earlier EU projects,\textsuperscript{98} the Regulation does not provide a uniform rule on the \textit{in rem} effect of contractual stipulations. Hence, the participating Member States’ national laws determine whether territorial or other restrictions are safeguarded by patent law or by contract law only. As the EU principles flowing from the free movement of goods have to be respected, the CJEU’s definition of the specific subject matter of the patent right in the sense of Art. 36 TFEU, has to be considered.\textsuperscript{99}

The CJEU’s jurisprudence on exhaustion implies that, in principle, the products put on the market by licensees should be free to be marketed anywhere in the EU.\textsuperscript{100} The \textit{in rem} effect of contractual restrictions therefore has to be regulated in a very restrictive manner. Especially the possibility of an \textit{in rem} effect of territorial restrictions negates the unitary character of the new patent protection. With regard to the Unitary Patent’s objective, the advancement of the functioning of the Internal Market,\textsuperscript{101} the diversity of the patentee’s options to obtain a reward for his invention must not be valued higher than the requirements of a unitary market. The demarcation line between restrictions and conditions that are only relevant \textit{inter partes} and \textit{in rem} restrictions according to the applicable national law is difficult to draw. Considerable legal uncertainty not only for the parties to the licence agreement, but for all players active in the unitary market is inevitable. At the same time, contractual claims appear sufficient to guard the proprietor’s legitimate interests - especially as the patentee has chosen licensing to exploit his exclusive right as well as his licensee. Licensor and licensee could still negotiate contractual terms and sanctions \textit{inter partes}, while prohibiting their use of patent law to the detriment of the free movement of goods. Allowing the Unitary Patent’s Proprietor to contractually erect the barriers that the Regulation strives to tear down

\textsuperscript{97} Benyamini (n 45) 319.
\textsuperscript{98} Art. 19(2) of the Proposal for a Council Regulation on the Community patent, Council, \textit{Records of the Luxembourg Conference on the Community Patent} (Luxembourg, 1981) rendered all contractual breaches relevant to the patent right; Art. 42(2) CPC 1989 specified that only the breach of a contractual restriction relating to territorial allocation also constitutes a patent infringement (Art. 42(2) in conjunction with Art. 42(1)).
\textsuperscript{99} Benyamini (n 45) 319.
\textsuperscript{101} Recital 1 referring to Art. 3(3) Treaty on the European Union; Recital 2 referring to 118 (1) TFEU.
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contradicts the Unitary Patent’s ratio legis. As the territorial lines alongside national borders have a long tradition, the same territorial restrictions are likely to be reinstated.

(b) Compulsory Licensing

The CJEU affirmed that it must be possible to exploit a patent even against the proprietor’s wishes if this is in the public interest.102 Still, compulsory licensing is not regulated at EU level. According to Recital 10, put forward by the Council,103 compulsory licences for Unitary Patents shall be governed by the laws of the participating Member States as regards their respective territories.

National law and national authorities are thus called upon.104 While international conventions have had a certain harmonizing influence on the grant of compulsory licenses, each Member State defines the public interest justifying the grant of a compulsory license. Generally, three basic types of compulsory licenses can be distinguished, namely the case of non-use105, the case of dependent patents that cannot be exploited without a licence for the basic patent106 and thirdly the licence due to other, overriding public interest like public health or national security. As national interests are reflected,107 the willingness to grant compulsory licenses may differ in spite of the same legal grounds. In the Netherlands for instance, compulsory licenses are only rarely issued.108 In Germany, compulsory

103 Council, Analysis (n 96).
105 Art. 5A(4) Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (PCPIP), 828 UNTS 305.
106 Art. 31(1) TRIPS, Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights [1994], 1869 U.N.T.S. 299, 33; for national implementation see e.g. §24 (2) PatG; Art. 31 (1), 2° Loi sur les Brevets d'Invention in Belgium; Section 48A(1)/(b)(i), (4) Patent Act 1977.
107 Ullrich, ‘Select from’, (n 68) 28.
licenses are granted on a case-by-case basis and reserved for exceptional cases.\textsuperscript{109}

National granting institutions also differ from state to state. While courts mostly grant licenses in the case of dependent patents,\textsuperscript{110} licenses in the public interest like health and public safety are often granted at high administrative level.\textsuperscript{111} In order to obtain compulsory licenses for the entire territory of the EU or the participating Member States, numerous applications to all competent national authorities are required, causing additional costs for every country. As a result, the potential licensee may choose not to apply for such a licence in economically less important countries, even if the chances of grant are comparable. At the same time, the risk of not obtaining a licence for all countries also represents a disincentive to implement union-wide economic strategies.\textsuperscript{112} A one-stop-shop for the grant of compulsory licenses would reduce the costs as well as the duration of application procedures, and thus considerably facilitate access to compulsory licenses and increase legal certainty.\textsuperscript{113}

Such a mechanism would especially constitute a noteworthy advancement for the internal market, as there is no exhaustion in the case of national compulsory licenses according to the CJEU. In \textit{Pharmon v. Hoechst}, a compulsory licence had been granted for one Member State and the licensee sold patented products, in breach of an export prohibition, to a third party in another Member State where the proprietor held a parallel patent.\textsuperscript{114} The CJEU held that the conditions for exhaustion were not fulfilled, since the proprietor cannot be deemed to have consented in the case of a compulsory license.\textsuperscript{115}

It is not surprising that the EPO-system does not include rules on compulsory licensing, since there is no common EPO interest behind the bundle patent that would justify such a license.\textsuperscript{116} The concept of the Unitary Patent on the contrary is the expression of EU policy, including in particular the advancement of the internal market by removing obstacles to the free movement of goods. This objective could be furthered by a single
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and uniform grant of compulsory licenses on an EU level. The national attribution of compulsory licenses on the other hand leads to different qualities of the patent and different conditions on national markets. As the first marketing by virtue of a compulsory licence excludes exhaustion, union-wide compulsory licenses are necessary in order to allow for the free movement of goods and market integration.

The functioning of the Internal Market especially demands an EU solution to the question of compulsory licensing in the cases of patent dependency.\(^{117}\) The proprietor’s unwillingness to licence will likely be encountered throughout the territory of the participating Member States. The basic patent should not be utilised to prevent the exploitation of innovation derived from the first one and diminish incentives to improve existing innovations.\(^{118}\)

For these reasons, it is deplorable that the Regulation does not set out a uniform rule on the grant of compulsory licenses on a supranational level, but neglects this issue despite its relevance for a unitary patent protection in a unitary market.

**E. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES**

Considering that the unitary character lies at the heart of the Unitary Patent’s conception, the implementation of this policy falls short of expectations. While the project of creating a unitary patent protection within the European Union is certainly desirable in principle, the Regulation No 1257/2012 can hardly be said to offer a unitary protection regarding the patchwork of applicable laws and the acceptance of damage to the free movement of goods.

The procedure of enhanced cooperation, the political strategy of *trilogues* behind closed doors and the superficiality of substantive solutions seem to underline the strong political will to finally reach a result. While it might be true that the goal of the European unification in patent law justifies compromises,\(^ {119}\) the least common denominator must still be measured against the objectives justifying the introduction of such a protection. The decision for the enhanced cooperation already meant leaving unity behind in the name of a unitary protection. The advancement
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\(^{117}\) Ibid 92.

\(^{118}\) Cornish and Llewelyn (n 47) para. 44; Ullrich,’Select from’ (n 68) 29; Jaeger, ‘The EU Patent’ (n 23) 71.

of the functioning of the Internal Market as rationale behind the Unitary Patent clearly called for a more fundamental approach. After so many years of efforts, more than anything it should be about the quality of the outcome. Once an EU patent protection is agreed upon, the incentive to tackle remaining problems will be even more reduced, especially with the EPO system as good “second best solution”\(^\text{120}\) already available. The Unitary Patent cultivates the unitary market in some respects. If unitary protection is chosen, the patent protection exists throughout the participating Member States and the patent’s lapse, revocation, limitation and transfer will in principle have effect throughout these states. With the Unitary Patent, there is no national enclave where patented products can be put on the market without exhaustive effect. However, the reluctance to legislate at EU level in the area of substantive patent law results in an unnecessarily complex multi-layer system, giving rise to legal confusion. 25 national laws are extended throughout the Union and applicable to the Unitary Patent according to the applicant’s origin. No attention is paid to crucial questions like compulsory licensing and the in rem effect of contractual restrictions, leading to market fragmentation.

Therefore, the new patent protection adopted by the Council and the European Parliament does not amount to a unitary patent protection for a unitary market. The EU legislator has punted the ball to the CJEU and the Member States that still have to ratify the UPCA to let the EU Regulation implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of unitary patent protection enter into force.

\(^{120}\) Artelsmair (n 21) 12.